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Abstract. Pure P2P applications are widely used nowadays as a file
sharing system. In the overlay networks, music and video files are the
main items exchanged, and it is known that the traffic volume is much
larger than that of classical client/server applications. However, the current status of the P2P application traffic is not well known because of
their anonymous communication architectures. In particular, in cases
where the application does not use the default service port, and the communication route and the shared file are also encrypted, the identification
traffic has not been feasible. To solve this problem, we have developed an
identification method for pure Peer-to-Peer communication applications,
especially for traffic for Winny, the most popular Peer-to-Peer application in Japan, by using server/client relationships among the peers. We
will give some evaluation results for our proposed identification method.
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Introduction

The Internet applications of end users are changing with the spread of highperformance PCs connected, with broadband links, through the Internet. The
traffic volume is also increasing drastically increasing with the change in applications. In particular, the number of users of Peer-to-Peer (P2P) network
applications is increasing rapidly since the users are easily able to use network
resources over the overlay networks.
The characteristic feature of a pure P2P network is that it is a distributed
autonomous system which does not rely on a specific server for communications.
Because of this fact, such systems are expected to exhibit scalability in processing power and load balancing at the end computers. However, the traffic
volume is becoming much larger than that of the previous Internet applications
and the bottlenecks in processing power are shifting from the end computers
to the network. In addition, traffic control is very difficult because there is no
administrator in the overlay networks and on account of the anonymous nature
of the traffic.
Consequently, we need to estimate the effect of P2P traffic to on other forms
of traffic in order to construct networks and manage them appropriately. When
we start evaluating the P2P traffic, we need first to identify the P2P traffic in the
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total Internet traffic. Much researches has been done to identify the application
traffic and evaluate its characteristics.
The service port number in TCP or UDP is often used as a method of identifying the application traffic, since major Internet applications have use their
well known service ports (0–1023) and the server has to use the TCP or UDP
port number as the identification number [1]. If the identification number is used
correctly by all applications, we can easily identify the application traffic.
Many P2P applications also have their default service port number, Gnutella
[2] (6346, 6347), Kazaa [3] (1214), BitTorrent [4] (6881–6889) and so on. In
consequence, many research studies for P2P traffic use the default service port
number identification methods in [5], [6] and [7]. However, some recent P2P
applications, WinMX [8] and Winny [9], do not use a default service port number,
which would allow their services to be identified. For these applications, this
identification method does not work well.
Signature matching identification methods [10], [11] are effective when the
applications exchange the specific characters in the payload of packets. This
traffic identification method is widely applied for Intrusion Detection Systems
(IDS) [12], [13] to manage traffic. In this method, every packet needs to be analyzed and it requires huge computation power. In [14], the authors propose a
scalable signature matching identification system for P2P traffic, and compare
identification methods their application level signature matching method with
the default service port number identification method. In these signature matching methods, the application signatures need to be updated with changing the
application protocols.
There is further difficult problem in the case of Winny, which is one of the
most popular pure P2P file sharing application in Japan. The payloads of the
packets are encrypted and the protocol details are also not disclosed. These facts
make it difficult to identify the Winny traffic since the signature matching is not
also useful for the an encrypted payload.
This paper proposes an improved default service port number identification
method specifically designed for pure P2P application traffic, to address the
above problems. In our method, the service port number may be identified even
in cases where the pure P2P applications do not use its their default service port
numbers. In the Internet communication, each connection is identified by a tuple
of the IP addresses, port numbers and a protocol number (TCP or UDP), and
many classical Internet applications play function only as a server or client in the
communications. In the classical client/server application, only one connection
or relationship is used between the entities involved in the communication. Pure
P2P peers, however, play function as both server and client between the peers,
and two kinds of connection need to be established. In our method, the pure
P2P traffic is identified by the patterns of connection to the server/client ports
among the communicating entities. To realize our proposed method, we adopt
active measurement and passive measurement for the pure P2P traffic. With
the combination of the measurement logs, the service port of a peer is identified
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through a series of steps. We adopt have apply the proposed method to the
Winny network and evaluate our proposed identification method.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In section 2 we briefly describe
the P2P application of Winny. Section 3 we describes our traffic measurement
method. In Section 4, describes our proposed traffic identification method, and
section 5 provides conclusions.

2

About Winny

In Japan, the famous well-known P2P file exchange applications, KaZaa [3],
emule [15] and BitTorrent [4], are rarely used since they cannot deal with
Japanese language characters in the key words for file searching or the file name.
WinMX [8] is the first P2P application for which is available Japanese language
characters may be used, though the application of a by applying the patch, and
so WinMX was the main file sharing application used until the appearance of
Winny.
Currently, Winny is one of the most popular P2P file sharing application in
Japan, since it was developed in Japan and the has a freenet-like [16] anonymous
architecture. About 200,000 peers always compose the Winny network, and between June 13 and October 23, 2004, we measured over 4,000,000 unique joined
peers which had a unique tuple of IP address and the service port from June 13
to October 23, 2004. (The measurement point is at Point A in Figure 1.)
Winny is a pure P2P application and does not depend on any central server
or super peer for file searching and sharing. The communication is encrypted,
the service port is different in each peer and the protocol is also not an open
one. This architecture makes it difficult for a network administrator to identify
the traffic. Winny is not a file exchange application but rather a file sharing
application. By setting some keywords for the file name, the peer always collects
the matching files. The file transfer technique also strengthens the anonymous
communication architecture. When a file is shared between two peers, the file
holder should transfer the file to the file receiver via an intermediate peer, so that
the two exchanging entities never know each other directly. In the intermediate
peer, the transferred file is locally cached as an encrypted one. A duplicate of the
file is also distributed to the receiving peer as the duplicate one. This architecture
results in an enormous volume of traffic as the size of shared files increases size.
In the Winny network, the shared files are mainly video files (mpeg, avi and
DVD ISO image) and the average shared file size is around 1GB. The Winny
network is composed of three kinds of networks/links, as described below.
1. Adjacent peer check/search network.
2. File search network.
3. File exchange network.
1. When a new Winny peer joins the Winny network, the peer needs to obtain
a pairs of data items, that is the IP address and service port number, of the other
peers which haves already joined the network. Then the new peer establishes and
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Fig. 1. Traffic measurement points.

keeps maintains the links up to several hundred peers. The network comprises a
nearly random network.
2. Some of the links are selected as the file search network. In this network,
information is exchanged regarding who has a specified file and who wants it.
3. When file exchange conditions are satisfied, a separate route is established
via the other file sharing entity.
In these networks there is a server/client relationship between two peers
and many such networks are characterized by many access requests between
peersaccesses are always required among the peers to keep these networks. These
characteristics of networks give us hints as to how to identify Winny traffic.
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Measurement Methods

We adopt a combination of active and passive measurements to identify Winny
traffic, and have two measurement points, as shown in Figure 1. At Point A, the
back-bone traffic is measured with by means of a passive measurement, while
Point B is placed inside the stub network and measures Winny traffic by acting
as a decoy peer with an active measurement.
The Point A (which collects data in log A) is in a switching hub which
is placed between an edge router of the Internet and an edge router of the
stub network. The link speed is the 100Mbps of full duplex Ethernet but the
transfer speed is restricted to 10Mbps at the edge router of the Internet for both
directions. We can measure the traffic in the switching hub without affecting the
backbone traffic itself by port mirroring. We measured the traffic for 24 hours,
from 0:00–24:00 on January 11, 2005 and found 2461 unique IP addresses of
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the stub network in the traffic log. The combined total traffic volume for both
directions was 166.1 GB.
We only logged information of the IP and TCP headers of all these packets.
We obtained limited information from the log, but we can reduce the log size
and still obtain enough information from it. We define a flow, in the following,
as a connection which has the same tuple of IP addresses, port numbers and a
protocol number (TCP) between the packet containing the SYN segment flag
and the that containing the FIN segment flag. In the measurement, some flows
were not evaluated since these flows had no SYN or FYN packet flag of packet
in the log. These flows are ignored in the evaluations.
At the point B (log B), the network speed is the 100Mbps of full duplex
Ethernet. We measured the traffic log for 13 days, from 0:00 January 5 to 0:00
January 17, 2005. We were able to directly measure the access log from/to the
peers in the Winny network at the Point B because the PC B belongs to the
Winny network, acting as a decoy peer. By repeatedly changing the point of
connection to the Winny network at short intervals, we were able to collect
about 40,000 of unique pairs of IP address and service port of the Winny peers
per one day by using 5 decoy peers. We used a different measuring period of the
log for each analysis.
Both traffic logs are necessary for our traffic identification method, and the
log A is used for the back-bone traffic evaluations. The detailed specifications of
the PCs are below.
[Point A: for the Back-bone traffic]
– The PC is a Dell PRECISION 450 with dual Xeon 3.2Ghz CPUs and the
main memory size is 2GB. The OS is FreeBSD.
– The traffic is measured by Snort version 2.0.
[Point B: for the Decoy peer traffic]
– The PC is a Dell PRECISION 450 with dual Xeon 3.2Ghz CPUs and the
main memory size is 2GB. The OS is Windows XP professional.
– The version of the Winny is Winny2β6.6.
– We run 5 Winny programs in parallel in the PC in each user session , and
the service port numbers is assigned are 10001–10005, respectively.
– Safeny [17] is used to disconnect all connections to/from the decoy peer after
10 seconds.
– All connections to the service port numbers are disconnected by a firewall
in the PC B so as not to transfer any files to the Winny network.
– The traffic is measured by Snort version 2.0.

4

Proposed Identification Method for Pure P2P Traffic

Traditional Internet applications, WWW, FTP, E-mail, etc, are based on the
client/server computing model. In thise computing model, each of the communication entitiesy is categorized by only one of the two roles, a server or a client.
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Fig. 2. Procedures of our proposed identification method 1.

The server computer only supplies its service and the client computer only receives the service. When the communications start, the client computer accesses
the service port of server computer with using its client port, and the server
serves provides its service over the connection. Thus, only one identification of
the connection between them identification (a tuple of source/destination IP addresses, source/destination port numbers and protocol number) between them
is used in the communications. In pure P2P communications, however, one peer
plays acts as both a server and a client simultaneously in the communications
simultaneously, and there are two kinds of connections between the peers during
their communications. Our traffic identification method focuses on the access
relations to the ports among the peers.
4.1

Proposed Identification Method 1

The basic idea of our proposed identification method is a decoy peer which
collects all pairs of IP addresses and service ports of the Winny peers. However,
collecting all of these is difficult because of the restricted search capacity of the
decoy peers. Therefore, we need to find the missing Winny peers by using a
server/client relationship between the peers.
Figure 2 shows the procedures for our proposed identification method. We
place the Peer B as a decoy peer in the stub network whose IP address is
W.X.Y.Z and the service port numbers are assigned as 10001–10005 for each
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decoy peer. The service ports and client ports are depicted by the circles beside
the PCs. As soon as the decoy peer joins the Winny network, the peers in the
Winny network access the decoy peer and the decoy peer continuously accesses
the peers in the Internet to configure the overlay networks. Each arrow corresponds to a connection made by one peer to another peers service port. Thus,
these accesses are measured in the PCs A and B, as shown in Figure 1. The
procedures are described below.
First we identify the service port number and IP address of the Winny peers
connected to the Internet. In the procedures (1) and (2), only log B is used.
(1) When the decoy peer B joins the Winny network, some of the Winny peers
in the Internet access the service port of the decoy peer B. The accesses
come from the client port, and we can only identify the IP address of the
Winny peers. In this connection, the decoy peer B functions as the server.
We add the IP addresses to database α (this applies peer a IP, peer b IP and
peer c IP).
(2) Using its client port, the decoy peer B accesses the service ports of the
Winny peers in the Internet. If the decoy peer B access the peers in database
α, we can identify the service port and IP address of the Winny peers (including peers in the stub network). We add the IP addresses and service ports
to database β (this applies peer a IP:service port number, peer b IP:service
port number and peer c IP:service port number). In this connection, the
peer B functions as a client then the two relations are established between
the two peers.
Next, we identify the IP address and the service port number of the Winny
users in the stub network, and define “Winny” and “Port 0” peers in the following
procedures. Port 0 setting is originally prepared for the peers which are behind
the firewall or NAT, but many of the Port 0 users use the setting not to upload
any files to the other peers. This is because many shared files in the Winny
network are illegal and these files are also automatically shared. In addition, in
most cases a file is transferred via a “Winny” peer, and then such “Winny” peers
will unintentionally upload and cache these illegal files.
The procedures (3) and (4) use log A and database β.
(3) In the case of a node inside the stub network which accesses a service port
of a peer in database β, the node access has the capability of a Winny
peer. However, we define a Winny peer in the stub network as a peer which
accesses more than two peers in database β, to improve the identification
probability. In addition, in this case, the access is initiated by a node inside
the stub network, and the accessed port is a service port of the peer. Then,
we find that the source IP address node is a Winny peer and add its IP
address to database γ (this applies to peer C IP and peer D IP).
(4) The Winny peers in database β access the service ports of peers in database γ.
If more than two peers in database β access an identical IP address (database γ)
and port number in the stub network of IP and service port number may
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Fig. 3. Relationship between databases of Winny peers.

be identified. We define the peer as “Winny” in the stub network, for the
following description, and add the peers to database δ (peer C IP:service
port number and peer D IP:service port number). However, some peers in
database β do not return to the peers in database γ by using their client
ports.
This is because some Winny peers do not prepare their service port in their
setting. We call these peers in the stub network, which do not open their
service port to the Winny networks, “Port 0” in the following, and add their
IP addresses to the database ².
In the identification procedures (3) and (4), the peers may not be Winny
peers, but the probability of this is very low. This is because the value is factorial
of the number of port in the TCP or UDP header (less than 1/655362 ) and our
method also considers the port access direction.
From these procedures, (1)–(4), we can find the IP addresses and service
ports of Winny peers in the Internet and the stub network. Figure 3 shows the
relationship of the various databases of Winny peers. Using databases β, γ and
², we can select the Winny and Port 0 traffic from the log A with this improved
port number based application traffic identification method.
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4.2

Proposed Identification Method 2

By extending the identification method proposed in the previous subsection,
we can find new Winny peers one after another (Figure 4). In the following
procedures, the service ports of Winny peers in the stub network play the same
role as the decoy peer in the previous subsection. These procedures are described
in below.
(5) When the peers d accesses to the service ports of peers C and D, which are
not in database α, the peer d becomes newly found Winny peers. We add
its IP addresses to database α.
(6) When peers C or D uses their client ports to access peer d, the service
port of peer d is identified and the information is added to the database β .
(Peer e is also found by the same procedures.)
(7) From inside the stub network, peer E, which is not in databases δ and ²,
accesses the newly found peers of these service ports (peers d and e), and so
we identify their IP address and add them to database γ.
(8) If more than two peers in database β use their client ports to access peer E,
the IP address and service port of the peer in the stub network are identified
and the peers added to database δ. The “Port 0” peers are also found in
database γ and we add them to database ².
By repeating above procedures, we can eventually find new Winny peers even
if these peers are not found in the first few implementations of the procedures.
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The next section shows the results of analysis of our proposed methods.

5
5.1

Analysis Results
Analysis Results 1

To identify Winny peers in the stub network, we used two traffic logs in section 3.
First, we determined the same 24-hour measurement period for the point A and
point B. The decoy peer is logged as “Winny” in the log A but we exclude it in the
analysis results of this subsection. Some “IP address:service port” combinations
in log B have not been identified as Winny peers in log A since a node address
and service port number are changing at that time. However, our identification
method ensures that the probability of false positive identification is small with
these procedures.
The number of peers identified in each step is follows.
(1) The number of unique IP addresses of Winny peers is 67,984 (database α).
(2) The number of unique pair of IP addresses and service port of Winny peers
is 45,873 (database β).
(3) The number of unique IP addresses of Winny peers in the stub network is
9 (database γ).
(4) The number of unique IP address and service port of Winny peers in the
stub network is 0 (database δ). The number of the Port 0 peers is 9 (database
²).
(5)–(8) We cannot additionally find additional Winny peers in the stub network
since there is no “Winny” peer in the stub network.
From (1) and (2), the service port of the decoy peer is accessed by many
Winny peers in the Internet, when the decoy peer joins the Winny network. In
the default setting of Winny, each peer has a few active file search connections
to the other peers, but each the peer previously searches for further connectable
peers to maintain the file search network. With these procedures, several hundred
peer search connections are always maintained by keeping, in each Winny peer,
the IP:service port number of other Winny peers (the default upper limit is
600.).
The number of IP addresses in (2) is lower than that in (1) since the information of (1) comes from the connection of the service port of the decoy peer
but that in (2) is from the connection of the client port of the decoy peer into
the result of (1). This fact depends on the search capacity of the decoy peers
and the number of Port 0 peers, which do not have their own service port.
In (3), the Winny peers in the stub network (database γ) access 1–3216 peers
of the service port in database β in Table 1. In our procedures, peers D and F
are not identified as Winny peers since there are only one access to these peers.
Since a Winny peer regularly accesses to the service port of the other peers
to maintain the peer search connections, this identification method works well.
However, we cannot find “Winny” in the definition (4). No connection between
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Table 1. Number of accesses to database β peers from the stub network per day.
Suspected peer
A B C D E F G
H
I
J
K
Number of accesses 2446 623 166 1 1626 1 2753 2122 3216 3027 2899

Table 2. Relationship between log period at measurement point B and identified flows.
Measurement period
Databaseβ Identified peers Identified flows Av. flow size
(a) 0:00 Jan. 11 – 0:00 Jan. 12
45873
9
111064
32.4KB
(b) 0:00 Jan. 10 – 0:00 Jan. 11
48434
9
57872
78.1KB
84129
9
71525
67.5KB
(c) 0:00 Jan. 9 – 0:00 Jan. 11
(d) 0:00 Jan. 8 – 0:00 Jan. 11
114715
9
78074
64.1KB
(e) 0:00 Jan. 4 – 0:00 Jan. 11
215557
10
87450
61.5KB
(f) 12:00 Jan. 10 – 12:00 Jan. 12 84129
9
120042
46.7KB
(g) 0:00 Jan. 10 – 0:00 Jan. 12
110097
9
123589
48.2KB
(h) 0:00 Jan. 8 – 0:00 Jan. 14
213968
9
128486
47.7KB

the service port of a Winny peer in the stub network and the client port of a
Winny peer in the Internet is ever established. This is because that Winny users
in the stub network will not upload any file to the other Winny peers.
Next we investigate the effect of the measurement period for log B. The
number of nodes identified does not vary but the number of identified flows is
different. A longer measurement period finds many IP addresses and service ports
of Winny peers in the Internet (database β), and many flows are also identified.
Comparing (e) with (h), (h) gave better results in spite of the fact that the
number of peers in database β is almost the same because earlyer logged peers
were not joining the Winny network during the measurement period of the log A.
However, the differences in the number of identified flows between (g) and (h)
is small. This fact will depend on the connection period of each peer. In (a), (g)
and (h), the average flow size becomes small, because the additionally identified
flows are used for composing the Adjacent peer check/search network.
5.2

Analysis Results 2

As shown in the previous subsection, we found that there are no “Winny” peers
in the stub network except for the 5 decoy peers. We do have not shown whether
the proposed identification method 2 works effectively and need to evaluate
whether it does. We ran 5 Winny applications in the PC in parallel and treated
all the 5 peers as decoy peers in the previous subsection. However, for the next
set of evaluations we treated one of the decoy peers as the decoy peer, and the
others 4 peers is as general “Winny” peers in the following evaluations. By With
these analyses, we can find one decoy peer and 4 “Winny” peers in the stub
network. These 5 “Winny” peers are all treated as “Winny” in this subsection.
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Table 3. Relation between the number of peers in databaseβ and the identified peers.
No.of peer in databaseβ
10
100
1000
one docoy peer
Database α (old→updated) – → 39133 – → 46264
– → 46264 19136 → 51365
Database β (old→updated) 10 → 26740 100 → 31211 1000 → 31263 13791 → 34868
Database γ
5
8
10
10
Database δ
4
5
5
5
Database ²
4
7
9
9

Note that the 5 decoy peers run on one PC and the relationships in Figure 3 are
different for the following results.
First, we determined the same 24-hour measurement period for point A and
point B. The number of identified peers in each step is as follows.
(1) The number of unique IP addresses of Winny peers is 19136 (database α).
(2) The number of unique pairs of IP addresses and service ports of Winny
peers is 13791 (database β).
(3) The number of unique IP addresses of Winny peers in the stub network is
11 (database γ).
(4) The number of unique IP address and service port of Winny peers in the
stub network is 5 (database δ). The number of the Port 0 peers is 9 (database
²).
(5) The IP addresses of an additional 32229 peers are found and added to
database α by the Winny peer.
(6) The database β is also updated and the number of peers is 34868.
(7)–(8) All the “Winny” and “Port 0” peers in the stub network were identified
in the step (4): no additional peers are found in this step.
These “Winny” peers accesses the other peers much more than normal Winny
peers but we can show our procedures work well from this result.
Next, we investigate the effect of the size of database β. We change the size
from 10, 100, 1000 and 13791. These peers are the first accessed peers by the
decoy peer (one of the five decoy peers) from 0:00 Jan. 11. Table3 shows that the
relation between the numbers of peers in database β and the identified peers in
each database. In the case of 10 or 100 peers in database β, some Winny peers
are not identified. But, when 1000 peers were used, the results are almost same
as the “one decoy peer” case. This means that if there are many “Winny” peers
in the stub network, our identification performance will be improved.

6

Conclusion

We have proposed an identification method for pure P2P traffic, Winny, and
evaluated its the basic characteristics of it. Using the a decoy node, we identified
the IP address and service port of Winny peers and can select the identified
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IP and service port number in the traffic log of the back-bone. Our identification method will be effective for pure P2P applications which will appears
in the future since our methodits depends on the basic relationships among in
client/server computing in the Internet applications.
In the a stub network, the number of Winny users is small. We may not find
“Winny” traffic since the Winny users in the stub network are use Port 0. We
only a collect traffic log from the other stub networks which haves many Winny
users, even if search capacity of the decoy peer is current one, characteristics of
the traffic will be much clearly analyzed. The introduced identification method
is one of thean example, and we should improve the method with by analyzing
the access patterns among the peers. Our identification method depends on
the access number of accesses of the decoy peers from by peers in the Winny
networks and the number of users in the stub network. ThenAs a result, some
flows may not be identified by our method. If we prepare many decoy peers or
there are many users in the stub network, our method improves the identification
performance of our method improves.
When we control traffic, we should need know the status and deal themmanage it in real time. Our proposed procedure will require this improvement for
the usageapplication.
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